
Authorization Form to Transport Boat Lifts, Docks, or other 
Related Equipment with Prohibited Invasive Species From 

Designated Infested Waters for Repair or Storage and Cleaning 
(Authorization under Minnesota Statutes, section 84D.05.1(5)  

and section 84D.10.4(a and f))  
 

This authorization specifies procedures that must be followed in order to transport a boat lift, dock, 
swim raft or related equipment, which has prohibited invasive species attached, to a repair or 
winter storage location where zebra mussels or other prohibited invasive species will be removed 
and disposed. This form must be completed in full and signed by the equipment owner. It must also 
be in possession of the person while transporting equipment which has zebra mussels or other 
prohibited invasive species attached. The zebra mussels or other prohibited invasive species may be 
transported from the listed departure location to the listed destination location only if the person: 

• drains all water from the boat lift, dock, swim raft or related equipment before transport; 
• transports the boat lift, dock, swim raft or related equipment directly from a water access 
to the destination location; 
• removes all visible zebra mussels or other prohibited invasive species from the boat lift, 
dock, swim raft, or related equipment before transporting the equipment from the 
destination location; 
• dries any zebra mussels or other prohibited invasive species removed from the equipment 
for 5 days prior to transporting to a disposal location at least 300 feet from riparian areas, 
ditches, or seasonally flooded lands or placing them in the trash;  
• leaves the boat lift, dock, swim raft, or related equipment out of the water for 21 days 
before placing it in another water; and 
• transports the boat lift, dock, swim raft, or related equipment as a non-commercial 
storage or transport activity. 
 

Instructions: Complete all of the following information before transport. Use a separate form for each 
time that transportation authority is needed. Sign the form to make it effective, and carry the form with 
you while transporting the boat lift, dock, swim raft or related equipment to the location where 
prohibited species will be removed.  
 

Watercraft owner’s name:            

Watercraft license number:      Transportation date:       

Departure location (from where boat lift, dock, swim raft, or related equipment will be 

transported):              

Destination location (where removal of prohibited species will occur):      

              

 
I have read and agree to follow the above transportation conditions. 

             

          Signature of the Watercraft Owner       Date  
Rev. 9-19-2012 


